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COMMUNITY CHARACTER 
AND DESIGN

CHAPTER 4

Innovation Park is foreseen to be a bold, vibrant, and inviting 
urban hub, serving as home to a Hospital/Medical Campus, 
mixed-use, and residential districts, enhanced by an area-
wide open space network. All realized through the creation 
of a highly walkable, bicycle friendly place with tree-lined 
streets, fronted by offices, shops, homes, and public parks 
and plazas. Ground-floor shops and dining would add to the 
creation of a lively and vibrant street scene, with convenient 
access by residents, area workers, and visitors alike. Public 
parks and plazas, centrally located and highly visible to 
provide access and enjoyment by all.

The Hospital/Medical Campus would be the landmark 
feature of Innovation Park. In addition to a medical center, 
it could include student housing, education, and laboratory 
sub-districts, all of which contribute to the Plan Area’s 
vibrant character. This dynamic campus is seen to be well 
connected to the surrounding community and larger region, 
making it a neighbor in the tradition of “town and gown,” 
where it is both a destination and an integral member of the 
community.

Neighborhoods at Innovation Park would meet the needs of 
many households in a decidedly urban setting, bringing to 
mind the best of highly livable districts, made up of parks, 
school, shops, dining, transit, and employment, within 
walking distance of one another. Townhomes, attached 
homes, and apartments could create strong and interesting 
neighborhoods. Mixed-use buildings in key locations will 
provide ground-floor, street-facing shops and services for 
area residents and those working nearby. This combination 
would contribute to the creation of a lively and inviting street 
scene, adding to the overall character.

The urban fabric of Innovation Park includes a multimodal 
transportation network woven throughout mixed-density 
districts, connecting homes, employment, shopping, 
dining, and parks seamlessly. Area residents, workers, and 
visitors would be able to easily move about safely and 
conveniently via pedestrian and bicycle friendly, tree-lined 
streets, and Innovator Loop curvilinear park (“Innovator 
Loop”). Innovator Loop would be a tree lined, curvilinear 
park featuring a Class I bicycle path which bounds the entire 
perimeter of Innovation Park. Residents and visitors may 
also enjoy access to light rail, as a future station could be 
located within convenient walking distance on Truxel Road. 
Businesses, homes, and parks will be built close to tree-
lined streets, fronting generous sidewalks, creating a highly 
walkable, attractive, and memorable urban center that would 
be appealing to many.

Street front cafes with shallow setbacks for sidewalk dining with 
building built close to the sidewalk edge
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4.1 OVERALL FORM
As discussed previously, Innovation Park includes 
three districts: Innovation, Life, and Health. They will 
be organized along a central, north/south spine road, 
Innovator Drive, and bound by a perimeter loop road, 
Sports Parkway and the Innovator Loop curvilinear park. 
When viewed in its entirety this collection of districts 
would form a cohesive urban core area. While each district 
will be unique, they are foreseen to complement one 
another in terms of land use and urban form. Buildings 
in each should be built close to the sidewalk with strong 
public realm elements, creating a visually harmonious 
street wall and streetscape. Recognizing the complexity of 
urban areas, various setbacks should be used in different 
places, as determined by the type of use being built. Street 
front cafes or shops for example would include shallow 
setbacks for sidewalk dining areas, but the overall building 

built close to the sidewalk edge, while some lower density 
residential uses would include shallow setbacks for stoops 
or porches, and other higher density residences would be 
built closer to the street.

The overall vision and elements of Innovation Park are 
informed by the hierarchy of City of Sacramento planning 
documents. At the highest level, the PUD is based on the 
City of Sacramento General Plan Land Use and Urban 
Design Goals and Policies description of Urban Center 
Low. This designation is reserved for places foreseen to 
include employment intensive uses, a mix of uses, housing, 
and retail types, all being well served by the circulation 
network, and proximity to transit. 

The City of Sacramento also provides Citywide Design 
Guidelines for each of the land uses and building types 
proposed for Innovation Park. On an area specific level is 
the North Natomas Community Plan.

Each of these documents played, and will continue to play, 
a role in the design and development of Innovation Park 
and serve as the basis for establishing and evaluating 
project intent. They should   serve as the baseline for the 
design of individual projects located within the Plan Area.

4.2 POLICIES
4.2.1 Adherence to City Policies. The City of 
Sacramento has several policies in place to guide urban 
development including land use and design. This Plan 
seeks to implement relevant City Policies guiding urban 
development unless noted otherwise.

4.2.2 Context-Sensitive Development. Innovation Park 
is foreseen to be a vibrant family of urban districts. Its 
primary framework will be the transportation framework 
reflecting the City of Sacramento’s policies regarding the 
development of Complete Streets. Just like these policies, 
site planning and design should be context sensitive. In 
parts of the of the Plan Area such as the intersection of 
Innovator Drive and B Street, buildings should be built 
up close to the street with minimal setbacks, in support 
of the area’s desired character as an active and bustling 
pedestrian friendly zone. Other areas, located within the 
districts, such as neighborhoods off Innovator Drive and 
along connecting streets, the tone should be “quieter”, 
reflecting their setting, and greater setbacks from 
sidewalks are encouraged. 

Higher density residences built close to the street
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In any scenario, streets should be tree-lined and 
attractively appointed with streetscape elements and 
fronted by high quality and attractive buildings. This plan 
provides guidance for each.

The following is not prescriptive and instead is intended to 
convey the overarching character foreseen at Innovation 
Park and within each district, as expressed in key urban 
design elements.

4.3 THE DISTRICTS AT 
INNOVATION PARK

While complementary, each of the three districts within 
Innovation Park will have their own identity and purpose. 
The districts include Innovation, Life, and Health, as shown 
in Figure 2-1. The following describes the character and 
design intent of each and describes key situations where 
special design considerations should be made in addition 
to those provided by the City of Sacramento’s Design 
Guidelines.

Because Innovation Park is seen to be an integrated family 
of districts, the site development and building design 
within each must contribute to the area’s overall character. 
Special emphasis should be placed on some key design 
considerations, in addition to those provided by City 
Guidelines, including:

 ● Establishing a strong pedestrian realm
 ● Creating streetwall continuity
 ● Location of main building entrances
 ● Location of ground-floor retail uses
 ● Corner treatment in special places
 ● Location of site access for automobiles 

The following narrative elaborates on these design 
considerations as they apply within each district.

4.3.1 Innovation District

The Innovation District, located in the northwest part of 
Innovation Park (Parcels A and C), is envisioned to include 
higher-density mixed-uses, such as office, housing, and 
retail.

The setting of this district brings several design 
considerations and opportunities. It is across Innovator 
Drive from the Life District, which would be predominantly 
residential with some local serving retail and potentially 
a school, while to the south, is the Health District, which 
includes the Hospital/Medical Campus.

This district has convenient access to East Commerce 
Way by West and Main Entrance Roads and is within 
walking distance of the future preferred RT Green Line 
station to the east. Building types in this district would 
include multi-story apartment or offices, which may be 
podium or wrap type construction, with some ground-floor 
mixed uses. While there are numerous differences between 
office and residential buildings, a few common guiding 
features exist, such as buildings being built close to the 
sidewalk, the creation of a visually cohesive district, and 
design elements that support a pedestrian and bicycle 
friendly place.

The Innovation District could have the highest living/
working population within Innovation Park. As such, the 
strength of the on- and off-site pedestrian realm and 
location of ground-floor retail uses will be particularly 
important.

Pedestrian-oriented residential street 

Office spaces are integrated into the open space network
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4.3.1.1 Establishing Strong 
Pedestrian Realm

Design attention should focus on the sidewalk and 
building edge conditions fronting Innovator Drive, the 
two connectors (West Entrance Road/D Street and Main 
Entrance Road/B Street) to East Commerce Way, and along 
Sports Parkway and Innovator Loop. Effort should be 
made to establish a street scene that holds the streetwall, 
and avoids long, blank uninterrupted building and site 
edge conditions. Design solutions for addressing this 
may include architectural relief, changes in materials 
and colors, hardscape, special architectural landscape 
treatments. Buildings should not “turn their back” to the 
public, and the ground level pedestrian experience should 
be inviting and safe.

For residential buildings, this can be accomplished by 
including street facing main, and entrances for ground-
floor units. For offices, street facing main entrances and 
courtyards or plazas and varied, interesting landscape 
edges are important and should be used.

The pedestrian realm along Innovator Drive should 
recognize its context as a primary access route and 
“front door” to the community, anticipating a high level 
of pedestrian, bicycle and automobile activity. This area 
could include ground-floor shops, building entrances, and 
is envisioned as a vibrant street, accommodating visitors 
coming and going day and night. The space should be 
safe, inviting and attractive.

The pedestrian realm along West Entrance Road/D Street, 
Main Entrance Road/B Street, and Sports Parkway should 
recognize their context as local district serving streets, 
with moderate volumes of traffic potentially en route to 
localized destinations. These streets may serve as the 
“quieter” front door to buildings, and the public realm 
design should reflect this.

The public realm along Sports Parkway and Innovator Loop 
is recognized as an important circulation element and 
community amenity, possibly serving workers coming and 
going from the community, and area residents enjoying 
the path as a community amenity. As such, it should be 
designed to accommodate the needs of visitors coming 
and going efficiently (like workers) and those who may be 
strolling or casually making their way (like residents).

Office with front door opening onto Class I bike path Commercial street with attractive streetscape elements to 
promote walkability
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4.3.1.2 Creating Streetwall 
Continuity

In order to achieve the desired urban character for 
Innovation Park, visually cohesive districts should be 
established. Innovation District Parcels A and C both front 
on the area’s primary circulation spine, Innovator Drive. 
The streetwall in this location should recognize the areas 
prominence, while considering the likely shorter buildings 
across the street in Parcel B. Buildings, built close to 
the sidewalk, should remain largely uninterrupted, with 
a discernable pattern of bays and openings, with façade 
articulation to create interest.

Buildings fronting on West Entrance Road/D Street, 
between Parcels A and C, should be built close to the 
sidewalk, and work to establish a street cross section 
that appears complete, with buildings on both sides of 
the street creating complementary streetwalls, helping to 
define the center of the district.

Buildings fronting on Main Entrance Road/B Street, on the 
south side of Parcel C should be built close to the sidewalk 
and remain “aware” of the Hospital/Medical Campus to 
the south, and while a cohesive streetwall is important, 
these buildings and their wall planes and skyline should 
complement and not compete with the buildings across 
the streets, at the Hospital/Medical Campus.

Buildings fronting Sports Parkway, west of Parcels A and 
C, should be built close to the sidewalk. The function of 
buildings along this street may vary and could include 
primary or secondary building entries and might have 
lower volume of street level activity than the other streets. 
They will also front (across the street) Innovator Loop and 
should recognize it as an important circulation way, and 
community amenity. This streetwall should in turn serve to 
visually “complete” the western edge of Innovation Park.

Examples of streetwall continuity
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4.3.1.3 Location of Main Building Entrances

Effort should be made to locate main building entrances 
along Innovator Drive, to help create a vibrant, interesting 
street scene and to reinforce its key role in community 
structure, which could receive more emphasis than those 
located along other streets. Main building entries will likely 
occur (and are encouraged) along West Entrance Road/D 
Street, Main Entrance Road/B Street and Sports Parkway, 
which are foreseen to embrace more of a “local” character 
than those fronting Innovator Drive and could be less 
pronounced than those on Innovator Drive.

Residential uses with setbacks for stoops or porches

Townhomes close to, and setback from, sidewalk 

Main building entrances should be easily recognizable, 
attractive, and inviting. The nature of these will likely vary 
depending on whether commercial, office or residential. In 
each though, efforts should be made to establish clearly 
recognizable building elements, possibly defined by 
architectural features, modest setbacks, special hardscape 
treatments or a combination of these, that will let the 
visitor know they have arrived at their destination.

Residential buildings are encouraged to include street 
front entrances to individual ground-floor residential units, 
no matter the street they are fronting. The design for these 
should provide modest sidewalk to building separation 
to provide privacy for residents, allowing for small stoops 
or porches. The depth of these setback areas should be 
relatively shallow (0 to 15 feet from the back of sidewalk 
to primary building face) and established considering the 
overarching intent of creating a cohesive streetwall.
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4.3.1.4 Location of Ground-Floor Retail Uses

Up to 20,000 square feet of retail space could occur on 
Parcel C. The primary suggested location for this would be 
on the corner of Innovator Drive and Main Entrance Road/B 
Street, the secondary on the corner of Innovator Drive 
and West Entrance Road/D Street. The primary location 
is intended to help define the larger four-way intersection 
as the geographic heart of the community, and to help 
facilitate street level pedestrian activity. The secondary 
location is intended to help define this corner as a minor 
gateway into the Innovation District, meeting the needs 
of residents and workers, and to establish a pedestrian 
oriented area.

While mixed-use residential products with retail 
components are described for these specific locations; 
these areas could also accommodate office, residential, 
or some other mix of uses depending on the nature of the 
future development. 

Small scale, lower density ground floor retail 

Ground-floor retail uses are encouraged in select locations 
in Parcels A and C, as feasible. The uses suggested for 
these locations should be primarily locally oriented goods, 
services, and dining, with a strong and inviting presence on 
Innovator Drive. In addition to meeting the daily needs of 
residents, workers, and visitors, these uses could help to 
enliven the street scene.

Up to 15,000 square feet of retail could occur on Parcel 
A. The primary suggested location for this would be on 
the corner of Innovator Drive and West Entrance Road/D 
Street, the secondary on the corner of Innovator Drive and 
Sports Parkway. The primary location is intended to help 
define this corner as a minor gateway into the Innovation 
District, meeting the needs of residents and workers, and 
to help establish a pedestrian oriented area. The secondary 
location would help to define the gateway into Innovation 
Park when entering from the north, while serving residents 
and being easily accessible to those locate to the north in 
existing office areas.
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4.3.1.5 Corner Treatment in Special Places

Secondary locations for architectural corner treatments 
are on the intersections of West Entrance Road/D Street, 
Main Entrance Road/B Street, and Sports Parkway, and 
West Entrance Road/D Street and Innovator Drive, the 
former serving as gateways into Innovation Park, and the 
latter, a gateway into the Innovation District from Innovator 
Drive.

The nature of special corner treatments should vary, 
possibly including distinctive building massing and façade 
detailing, changes in colors and textures, the use of decks, 
balconies, or sun shading. While these design solutions 
should be visually distinctive, they should not be garish 
or draw unnecessary attention to themselves and should 
instead contribute to the overall urban form of the district 
and larger community.

Corner treatments in key places create interest

The Innovation District is accessible from three important 
roadways, will include some of the most intense 
development in the Plan Area, and will function as 
gateways and landmarks for Innovation Park. As such a 
hierarchy of special architectural treatments is encouraged 
in select locations.

Primary locations for more prominent architectural corner 
treatments are encouraged on the corner of Innovator 
Drive and Sports Parkway, a gateway into Innovation Park, 
and the corner of Main Entrance Road/B Street, West 
Entrance Road/D Street and Innovator Drive, the heart of 
the community.
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4.3.1.6 Location of Site Access for 
Automobiles

Innovation Park will bring forward a robust pedestrian and 
bicycle friendly network, and a safe and efficient travel 
network for automobiles and service vehicles. To bring this 
vision to fruition, several steps should be taken to reduce 
pedestrian/bicycle automobile conflict areas. To achieve 
this, automobile access locations into parcels within the 
district, in the form of minor local streets and site access 
drives, must be carefully located to limit potential conflict 
points. Midblock access points are encouraged from 
smaller streets, and automobile access point to Parcels A 
and C along Innovator Drive should be limited to one for 
each individual Parcel.

4.3.2 Life District

The Life District includes the area east of Innovator Drive, 
and may include neighborhoods, a park and plaza, a 
school, a hotel and local serving retail. It is seen to include 
vibrant urban residential areas in the core of Innovation 
Park, and quieter, lower-density neighborhoods within. 
This district will feature a prominent Urban Plaza helping 
to define the heart of Innovation Park, and Nature Park, 
accessible from adjacent neighborhoods and only a short 
stroll from the urban core. The Life District includes three 
sub-districts, Parcels B, E, and E1, and like all of Innovation 
Park should be physically and visually connected by a 
strong public realm and urban form.

4.3.2.1 Establishing Strong 
Pedestrian Realm

An attribute of interesting urban places is a cohesive and 
context sensitive public realm. The Life District will include 
residential uses within the urban core and the surrounding 
neighborhoods, and within could include varying densities, 
building types and desired lifestyles. As such, the nature 
of the public realm should vary, to best meet the needs of 
users, and uses. Common to each is the need to create a 
memorable, safe, and inviting public realm, which should 
be adjusted to best respond to its context.

Innovator Drive Public Realm
The pedestrian realm along Innovator Drive should 
recognize its context as a primary access route and 
“front door” to the community, anticipating a high level 
of pedestrian, bicycle and automobile activity. This area 
should include ground-floor shops, building entrances, and 
is envisioned as vibrant street, that accommodate visitors 
coming and going day and night. Within the Life District, 
Innovator Drive will traverse several different use areas.

The most active and bustling segment of Innovator Drive 
will be at the intersection with B Street which is foreseen 
to be fronted on three sides by ground-floor shops, will 
have an Urban Plaza, and the Hospital/Medical Campus. 
The public realm in this location must consider this 
collection of uses and be clearly recognized as an inviting 
and accessible place that will support users that will be 
drawn to it.

North of the intersection of Innovator Drive and “B” Street, 
the Life District would front Innovator Drive with residential 
buildings, with some corner ground-floor shopping fronting 
the intersection, and across Innovator Drive (the Innovation 
District) would be higher density apartments. 

Townhomes with front doors opening onto multi-modal path
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Effort should be made to establish a street scene that 
holds the streetwall, and avoids long, blank uninterrupted 
building and site edge conditions. Design solutions for 
addressing this may include architectural relief, changes 
in materials and colors, hardscape, special architectural 
landscape treatments. Buildings should not “turn their 
back” to the public, and the ground level pedestrian 
experience should be inviting and safe. Buildings 
with street facing entrances for ground-floor units are 
encouraged.

South of this intersection and plaza, the Life District would 
front Innovator Drive with residential buildings, with some 
corner ground-floor shops fronting the street and plaza. 
Effort should be made to avoid long, blank uninterrupted 
edge conditions, and may include hardscape, special 
architectural landscape treatments, no matter the use. 
Buildings should not “turn their back” to the public, and the 
ground level pedestrian experience should be inviting and 
safe. Buildings with street facing entrances for ground-
floor units are encouraged.

Further south of the intersection and plaza, residential 
buildings would front the street, and the street scene 
would be predominantly residential. In this area, a 
subtle variation in public realm treatment should occur, 
recognizing that this area is not a general destination, and 
instead part of the larger community.

B Street Public Realm
B Street traveling west from East Entrance Road between 
Life District Parcels B and E, goes through lower and higher 
density neighborhoods, and passes Nature Park and the 
Urban Plaza. Like other parts of Innovation Park, buildings 
should be built up to the street, but the character of the 
public realm design elements should recognize this street 
as a link between places, rather than a destination. It 
should be designed to accommodate safe and attractive 
pedestrian and bicycle movement while seamlessly 
allowing access to the uses fronting it including Nature 
Park and the Urban Plaza, both of which should be highly 
visible and inviting.

Sports Parkway and Innovator Loop 
Public Realm
Most of the Life District will be bound to the east by Sports 
Parkway and Innovator Loop. This transportation corridor 
will serve as the “front door” to the homes it bounds to 
the west, and as an important transportation linkage for 
pedestrians, bicycles, and vehicles. As such, it’s public 
realm attributes should be designed in a sensitive way, 
recognizing the unique attributes of the experiences 
required various uses and on each side of the street, as 
described below.

The street scene in residential areas should be “quieter,” 
allowing residents to enjoy urban living while enjoying the 
feel of an intimate, tree-lined neighborhood street. Where, 
and if, adjacent to a school, public safety, comfort, and an 
attractive street scene should exist.

Across the street, adjacent to Innovator Loop, two subtle 
streetscape attributes should be considered. Along the 
street edge, a uniform streetscape treatment, which would 
tie the area’s overall character, should be applied. Whereas 
along Innovator Loop, a slightly different approach should 
be taken, allowing the pedestrian and cyclist to clearly 
recognize and enjoy the zone specifically dedicated to their 
use. This could be accomplished by developing a layered 
approach to landscape conditions, which create interest 
and variety.

4.3.2.2 Creating Streetwall 
Continuity

Innovation Park is envisioned to be composed of a 
complementary collection of districts and neighborhoods. 
And while density and form may vary within, a harmonizing 
element will be the establishment of streetwall continuity. 
This suggests that while subtle variation will no doubt 
occur between neighborhood and building types, they will 
each be built contextually close to the sidewalk, creating a 
cohesive street scene throughout.

Apartments fronting Innovator Drive should be built up 
close to the sidewalk with 0- to 10-foot building setbacks, 
and should remain largely uninterrupted, with a discernable 
pattern of bays and openings, with façade articulation to 
create interest.

Apartments fronting Sports Parkway should be built up 
close to the sidewalk with 0- to 10-foot setbacks, and 
should remain largely uninterrupted, with a discernable 
pattern of bays and openings, with façade articulation to 
create interest.
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Townhomes or smaller apartments fronting Sports 
Parkway should be built close to the sidewalk and may 
have relatively modest setbacks (5 to 15 feet) to allow for 
special landscape treatments and varied edge conditions. 
Because these buildings would be smaller than some of 
the other apartments found in the area, and the overall 
neighborhood context will be different, this subtle variation 
in edge treatment will allow for the creation of clearly 
discernable neighborhoods that remain in keeping with the 
overall character of Innovation Park. 

Apartments or townhomes fronting Sports Parkway/
Innovator Loop, on Parcel E1 should maintain a minimum 
8-foot setback, and direct ground-floor unit access to the 
Class 1 path is encouraged.

A hotel could be located on Parcel E1, on the corner of 
Innovator Drive and Sports Parkway/Innovator Loop. It 
should be built up close to the sidewalk along Innovator 
Drive, with a setback from the sidewalk of 8 to 12 feet. 
This setback area would allow for landscape treatments 
and building façade variation on this visually prominent 
location. The side of the parcel that bounds Innovation 
Park Loop should maintain a minimum 8-foot setback.

4.3.2.3 Location of Main Building 
Entrances

Higher-Density Apartments
Main building entrances should be easily recognizable, 
attractive, and inviting. Efforts should be made to establish 
clearly recognizable building entries, possibly defined 
by architectural elements, modest setbacks, special 
hardscape treatments or a combination of these, that will 
let the visitor know they have arrived at their destination.

Buildings are encouraged to include street front entrances 
to individual ground-floor residential units, no matter 
the street they are fronting. The design for these should 
provide modest sidewalk to building separation to provide 
privacy for residents, allowing for small stoops or porches. 
The depth of these setback areas should be shallow (0 to 
8 feet from the back of sidewalk to primary building face) 
and established considering the overarching intent of 
creating a cohesive streetwall.

Effort should be made to locate main building entrances 
along Innovator Drive, to help create a vibrant, interesting 
street scene and to reinforce its key role in community 
structure, which could receive more emphasis than those 
located along other streets. Main building entries will likely 

occur (and are encouraged) along East Entrance Road and 
Sports Parkway, which are foreseen to embrace more of a 
“local” character than those fronting Innovator Drive and 
could be less pronounced than those on Innovator Drive.

Townhomes, Clusters of Attached 
Homes, and Lower-Density Apartments
Townhomes and clusters of attached homes should 
include street facing building entries. The design for these 
should provide modest sidewalk to building separation 
to provide privacy for residents, allowing for small stoops 
or porches. The depth of these setback areas should be 
shallow (4 to 12 feet from the back of sidewalk to primary 
building face) and established considering the overarching 
intent of creating a visually cohesive streetwall throughout.

Lower-density apartments are encouraged to provide street 
front entrances to individual ground-floor residential units. 
The design for these should provide modest sidewalk 
to building separation to provide privacy for residents, 
allowing for small stoops or porches. The depth of these 
setback areas should be shallow (4 to 8 feet from the 
back of sidewalk to primary building face) and established 
considering the overarching intent of creating a cohesive 
streetwall.

Townhomes with street facing building entries
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Units, some with ground floor retail, opening onto neighborhood park

4.3.2.4 Location of Ground-Floor 
Retail Uses

Ground-floor retail space is encouraged in three locations 
in the Life District (Parcels B and E): on the north and 
south corners of the intersection of B Street and Innovator 
Drive, and on the north corner of the intersection of East 
Entrance Road/B Street and Sports Parkway, as feasible. 
Each of these locally serving retail locations is envisioned 
to serve different but complementary roles, should be built 
up close to the sidewalk, and could include modes setback 
areas for small plazas, outdoor gathering areas, or street 
front, outdoor dining and sitting.

Up to 4,000 square feet of ground-floor retail space could 
be built on the northeast corner of B Street and Innovator 
Drive. This suggested location is intended to help define 
the larger four-way intersection as the geographic heart of 
the community, and to help facilitate street level pedestrian 
activity. It would also be in proximity to Nature Park and 
could be an amenity for visitors.

Up to 7,000 square feet of ground-floor retail space could 
be built on the northwest corner of the intersection of 
East Entrance Road and Sports Parkway. This location is 
intended to be primarily neighborhood serving, as it would 
be within easy walking distance of residents in Parcels B 
and E.

Up to 4,000 square feet of ground-floor retail space could 
be built on the southeast corner of B Street and Innovator 
Drive. This location is intended to help define the larger 
four-way intersection as the geographic heart of the 
community, and to help facilitate street level pedestrian 
activity. This site is adjacent to the Urban Plaza, so a 
ground-floor retail use would be highly encouraged to 
include openings/entries opening onto both Innovator 
Drive and the Urban Plaza, which would be ideal for a café, 
bar, or restaurant.

While mixed-use residential products with retail 
components are described for these specific locations; 
these areas could also accommodate office, residential, 
or some other mix of uses depending on the nature of the 
future development. 
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4.3.2.5 Corner Treatment in Special 
Places

The Life District is accessible from three important 
roadways, with each functioning as gateways to 
Innovation Park, while the intersection of Innovator Drive 
and East Entrance Road will serve as a communitywide 
landmark. As such a hierarchy of special architectural 
treatments is encouraged in select locations.

Locations for gateway architectural corner treatments are 
the corner intersection(s) of Innovator Drive and Sports 
Parkway, and the corner of East Entrance Road and Sports 
Parkway. The prominent locations along Innovator Drive 
will both serve as key thresholds into Innovation Park 
along the primary transportation spine and serve to denote 
arrival. The corner of East Entrance Road and Sports 
Parkway will be the entrance for visitors coming from the 
east onto B Street and will mark the transition into the 
urban core area.

Locations for landmark corner treatments are on the 
north and south sides of the intersection of B Street 
and Innovator Drive. These corners will help solidify this 
intersection as the geographic heart of the community, 
as the southeast side will include the Urban Park, and 
southwest corner will include the Hospital/Medical 
Campus.

The nature of special corner treatments should vary, 
possibly including distinctive building massing and façade 
detailing, changes in colors and textures, the use of decks, 
balconies, or sun shading. While these design solutions 
should be visually distinctive, they should not be garish 
or draw unnecessary attention to themselves and should 
instead contribute to the overall urban form of the district 
and larger community.

4.3.2.6 Location of Site Access for 
Automobiles

Innovation Park will bring forward a robust pedestrian 
and bicycle friendly network, and a safe and efficient 
travel network for automobiles and service vehicles. To 
bring this vision to fruition, several steps will be taken to 
reduce pedestrian/cycle automobile conflicts. To achieve 
this, automobile access locations into parcels within the 
district, in the form of minor local streets and site access 
drives must be carefully located to limit potential conflict 
points. Midblock access points are encouraged from 
smaller streets.

As the entire eastern boundary of the Life District is 
bounded by Innovator Drive, there will likely be the 
need for automobile access ways and minor streets. 
As these are yet to be designed, it is important that the 
overarching importance of pedestrian and bicycle route 
connectivity be remembered and ensured, and that the 
number and locations be carefully considered. As this is 
will be an urban district, these connections will serve an 
important purpose and are necessary, but they need to be 
thoughtfully integrated with the various other elements 
required to make Innovation Park work as planned.

4.3.3 Health District

The Health District’s largest use would be the Hospital/
Medical Campus (Parcel D), which would function as 
major destination within Innovation Park and will heavily 
contribute to the area’s overall character. The campus 
is seen to be prominently located along the west side 
of Innovator Drive, bounded by Sports Parkway to the 
west and Main Entrance Road/B Street to the north. The 
campus could include a medical center, student housing, 
education, and laboratory sub-districts, built around a 
central open space activity spine. The District includes 
Parcel D1, which is immediately south of the main campus, 
across Sports Parkway.

While the overall form of the campus is foreseen to 
contribute to the character of Innovation Park, it would 
also retain a sense of self identity, functioning as a 
complex mixed-use district in its own right. Its master plan 
should reflect the thoughtful layering of sub-districts, with 
a clearly discernable structure of buildings and grounds 
intended to support its institutional function.
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Like the Innovation and Life Districts, the Health District’s 
(Parcel D) urban form would serve to reinforce the 
overarching vision of creating a vibrant urban place, 
with key buildings holding the corner of Innovator Drive 
and B Street. Larger campus buildings will likely occur 
between this intersection and Sports Parkway, creating 
a discernable and strong campus edge. Similarly, more 
intensive uses and bigger buildings will front B Street, 
holding the streetwall, and adding to the area’s intended 
character. Smaller buildings will transition west- and 
southward along Sports Parkway.

Innovation Park’s strong public realm would serve to 
integrate the campus into the larger community, as like 
other districts, it should include inviting tree-lined streets, 
with pedestrian and bicycle amenities.

Parcel D1 is foreseen to include ancillary or related 
office uses, and like the offices potentially located in the 
Innovation District, they would be integrated into the 
overall form of Innovator Loop. They will be bound, to the 
north, on the streetside by Innovator Loop, so site planning 
should consider this relationship and contribute to the 
functionality of the path and curvilinear park. Innovator 
Loop should be treated as a contributing amenity to 
each building and effort should be made to establish a 
discernable streetwall in the spirit of the rest of Innovation 
Park.

4.3.3.1 General Design Guidelines
As noted, this Hospital/Medical Campus is foreseen 
to be a prominent feature of Innovation Park, yet as a 
campus, it should have a discernable identity with clearly 
defined grounds and buildings that add to the area’s urban 
character. The following address some of the campus’ 
fundamental attributes:

	 The maximum building height for hospital use 
within the Plan Area should not exceed 300 feet, 
accommodating a 20-foot-per-floor average, allowing 
up to approximately 13 stories. The main hospital 
building would consist of a four-story podium 
structure topped by two seven-story towers, and would 
allow for a helistop on the roof of one of the tower 
roofs.

	 Various building heights are encouraged to avoid 
monotonous building appearances

	 Building massing should be modulated and articulated 
using varying planes and horizontal and vertical 
elements to stimulate visual interest and variety.

	 Entrances to ground-floor retail uses within 
commercial buildings should open to the street or 
interior access road, rather than to an internal atrium, 
where feasible.

	 Entry locations should be safe, easy to find, and clearly 
visible from the sidewalk. Main entries should be 
scaled relative to the overall mass of the building and 
its number of users. Entry lobbies at least 30 to 50 feet 
wide are encouraged.

	 Dedicated parking spaces for electric vehicles (EV), 
consistent with the requirements set forth in City Code 
Section 17.608.040, should be incorporated on surface 
parking lots and parking structures. EV charging poles 
and parking spaces should be located at designated 
areas with clear signs. Carpool parking should be 
also provided in dedicated locations. Carpool and 
EV parking spaces should also be given priority by 
arranging them at primary locations to support low-
emissions vehicles.

	 Sensitive receptors within the Plan Area and on the 
Hospital/Medical Campus site will install HVAC filters 
with Minimum Efficiency Reporting Value (MERV) of 
13 (MERV-13).

	 Design should be advanced and prioritized recognizing 
the central landmark role of the teaching hospital in 
Natomas.

Medical office fronting the street


